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The proposed experiment will study the nucleon relativistic motion in the deuteron and Color 
transparency using the cryogenic deuteron target for EVA (E850) setup at AGS. 
Experimental Equipment 

Beamline: C 1 line with momenta from 6 t 12 Gev / c 
Detector: EVA Spectrometer with cryogenic H2/D2 target 
Beam time: Approximately 200 hours of setup and Si)O hours of date taking during the 

FY 1998 proton run. 
This work was supported in part by th Russian Foundation for Basic Research, Grant 
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Introduction 

The deuteron is the simplest and best understood nuclear system bound by strong 
interactions. As such it has received an extraordinary amount of attention. The 
binding energy of the deuteron is rather small compared to the nuclear potential and 
to the binding energy of heavier nuclei. The average distance between the nucleons 
in the deuteron is larger than the typical distance in nuclei. 

At first glance these facts would seem to discourage one from using the deuteron 
for studying relativistic effects, nucleons short range correlation, effects due to the 
difference between a bound and a free nucleon, and color coherence features. These 
effects, if they exist in nuclei, should be more im ortant in heavy systems at high den
sities and large binding energies and can be expected to be only of minor importance 
in the more dilute deuteron system. This is t rue for inclusive reaction. However, 
a complete measurement of the kinematics of the pd --+ pp(n) reaction, as can be 
done using the EVA detector at BNL, makes it possible to focus on different aspects 
of the nuclear ground state and the reaction mechanisms that we mentioned above, 
provided that the kinematical parameters are c osen correctly. 

We propose to measure the pd --+ pp( n) reaction at bombarding momenta from 
6 to 12 GeV fc and at around 90° em scattering angle. The measurement of the 
scattering angles and momenta of the two emerging high energy protons determines 
completely the kinematics of the reaction and makes it an exclusive measurement. 
The large scattering angle and the high momentum ensure the hardness of the process. 

In this letter of intend we will focus in more detail on two aspects: the study 
of nucleon relativistic motion in the deuteron and the possibility to study Color 
Transparency ( CT). There will be other aspects of the de~teron wave function and the 
reaction mechanism that also be illuminated by the proposed measurements although 
we will not discuss them here in detail. 

The examples we presented are specific case were theoretical predictions exist. In 
general, we propose to perform an extensive st dy of the Large Momentum Transfer 
pd-+ pp(n) reaction. Different selected kinematical conditions will allow us to focus 
on different aspects of the reaction mechanism and ground state properties of the 
deuteron. Our expected sensitivity for 1 week of beam is to phenomena with cross 
sections as low as 1nb/(GeV/c)2 • 

We will be able to use the data to examine to what extent the impulse approx
imation is justified. Can we really factorize the hard and soft interaction? Can we 
as:mme that the scattering is quasifree on a mo ing nucleon? What is the correct way 
to describe the deuteron wave function at short distances? Can we see effects due to 
difference between bound and free nucleons '? What are the effects due to lSI and 
FSI and is there an indication of color transparency? 

These measurements are part of a choerent .xperimental and theoretical research 
program. More details are given in the theoretical papers [1, 2] that discuss the 
potential study of high momentum transfer pd reaction at BNL energies. 



Fig. 1: Time-ordered diagrams representing the impulse approximation contribution 
(A) and the relativistic (vacuum) contribution (B). 

A. Study of the role of relativistic effects in the deuteron wave function 

In Fig.l we show two time-ordered diagrams which represent the standard im
pulse approximation contribution (A) with on-energy shell NN amplitude and the 
relativistic contribution (B). To examine the role of the relativistic contribution ( di
agram B) we compare the results obtained in the light-cone impulse approximation 
with those of the virtual nucleon formalism (VN). In the LC impulse approximation 
the contribution of diagram B is included into the defi;1ition of the deuteron wave 
function. By comparing the LC impulse approximation with the VN approximation, 
where diagram B is included in a different way, we actually can learn about the im
portance of diagram B. Formally, the main difference between the LC and virtual 
nucleon formalisms is in the value of the mot entum at which the deuteron wave 
function is calculated [1]. The large sensitivity to the relativistic effects is specific for 
the deuteron wave fuuctions where the S-wave component becomes zero for spectator 
momenta of 400 MeV/ c. 

A way to confront the VN and the LC approaches to the description of relativistic 
motion of nucleons in the deuteron is by measuring the asymmetry between the cross 
sections for parallel and antiparallel geometrie at light-cone momentum fractions a: 

and 2- a:. Since the light-cone formalism is invariant under exchange of a: and 2- a: 

this assumption predicts that the asymmetry will be zero. That is true even when 
FSI and lSI are taken into account. In contrast, in the virtual nucleon description the 
iuteracting nucleon is off-shell while the spect tor is on the mass shell. As a result 
the symmetry with respect to the a:, 2 - a: t ransposition is lost. Fig.2 shows the 
asymmetry predicated in the VN approximation case. As will be argued in the next 
section the difference between the two predictions can be checked experimentally in 
the proposed experiment. 
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Fig 2: The asymmetry between the cross sections for parallel and antiparallel geome
tr·ies at light-cone momentum fractions a and 2 - a defined as: 

f(1-b)-f(1+b) 
A( b)= [f(1 +b)+ / (1- b))/2 (1) 

h f a
2

upd d c 2 1 c Th l w ere = (s2 _ 4m 2s}·uPP an a = 1 - u,' - a = + u. e top sea c rep1·escnts 

the corresponding values of the longitudinal component oJ the spectator momenta ( Ps) 
calculated for a = 1 - b (negative Ps ) and a = 1 + b (positive Ps ) at b = 0.1, 
0.2 and 0.3. 

The solid line in Fig.2 is for the PWIA calculation with the "Paris" deuteron 
wcwe function. The dashed line is for the PWIA calculation with the "Bonn" wave 
l'llrll'tiou. The curves with" Diamoud" correspond to the calculation with lSI aud FSI. 
The calculation in this figure [1] corresponds t an incident momentum of 12 GeV /c 
aud w~ carried out in the VN approximation. In the LC formalism the asymmetry 
IS zero. 

The covariant approach in light-cone varia les to describe deuteron is developed 
in [43]. In the approach relativistic deuteron wave function (RDWF) is expressed 
via the dnn vertex function f a(x, k1.) with one nucleon on-mass shell. The RDWF 
is automatically dependent in single variable-virtuality of active nucleon. In the 
approach the RDWF is not symmetric under replacement x f-7 1 - x . 

We also propose to study the forward-backward asymmetry of the p+d-+ (pp) + n 

process 

where N± = Ed3a(kt, ±qz)fdq3
, k1 is the momentum of incident proton. The asym-
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llldry is sensitive to both soft rescattering and hard scattering mechanisms. The 
investigation of the dependence of the asymmetry on nucleon momentum I qz I in the 
deuteron rest frame allow to obtain information on the high momentum component 
of deuteron, hard scattering amplitude of elast ic p - N collision and contributions of 
secondary processes (for example FSI). 

• 
B. Study of Color Transparency (CT) 

A pioneering experiment at BNL [3] meas red the ratio of the cross section for 
high momentum transfer quasi-exclusive proton scattering on a nucleus to the cross 
section for a 'free' hard proton-proton scattering. The measurement was performed 
with incident proton energies of 6, 10 and 12 GeV /c and on Li, C, AI, Cu, and Ph 
targets. The acceptance of the two ann spectrometer was limited to about 90° em 
scattering which means Q2 = -t = -u = .s/2 = mN Eiu which satisfied the conditions 
for hard scattering. 

In an impulse approximation picture this ratio, corrected for the nucleon Fermi 
motion and normalized to the number of protons in the nuclei, indicates the amount 
of soft scattering of the pa~ticles before and after the hard scattering and is known 
as nuclear transparency. 

The measured ratio was unexpected. It was measured to be about the same as 
the standard Glauber calculation at 6 GeV fc a d increased to about three times the 
Glauber prediction at 10 GeV fc after which it fell again (see Fig. 3). 

These experimental results provoked a large number of theoretical studies in the 
last few years [8]-[34]. They based on our knowledge of the strong interaction and 
on our ability to apply the calculations to the description of realistic experimental 
circumstances. The large number of calculations and models create quite a contro
wrsial picture. Basic questions related to the role played by the nucleon correlations 
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in nuclei [33), the relation of the in-medium to free-space scattering amplitudes [34), 
the space/time description of the expansion of the small object [7), the reason for 
the measured momentum dependence of the transparency [11, 15, 16, 22, 27), the 
interplay between soft and hard, small and large components [14, 17) and many other 
problems are left open for future investigation. 

The diversity of ideas and the 'Yidely differe t interpretations call for more mea
surements that will allow to settle some of the issues that are being discussed. We 
propose to measure the hard proton scattering on a deuteron target in the very same 
energy range where the quasi-exclusive process was measured [3). We will pinpoint 
observables that can be measured and are predicted to be much different when cal
culated in Glauber or CT frameworks. The very different structures of the deuteron 
and heavy nuclei will allow us to deduce important experimental information. 

The fully exclusive measurement that we proposed will allow kinematical restric
tions to a region where the contribution from the deuteron wave function is well estab
lished and where the major contributions come from soft rescattering of the produced 
quark-gluon wave package. T.he proposed meas rement will provide complementary 
information to what was (and will be ) measured on heavier nuclei. We will try to 
emphasize this complementary point of view th · t the proposed measurement on the 
deuteron offers. 

The deuteron is the best understood nuclear system, with a wave function con
strained by detailed experimental data over a very wide range of momenta [35]. The 
fact that we can use the deuteron wave function will allow us to shed new light on 
the role of nucleon correlations in CT, better than can be achieved for heavy nuclei 
with much lesser known wave functions. 

For heavy nuclei the study of CT is done by looking at-_ cases where the particles do 
not suffer from ISI/FSI. There the CT predicts an increase in events with no ISI/FSI. 
In the case of the deuteron we measure the com lementary case where we look for an 
increase in events that did undergo ISI/FSI. 

Another important difference between the semi-exclusive measurements on heavier 
nuclei and the measurement on the deuteron has to do with the ability to reduce the 
obscure effects related to the expansion of the wave function as it propagates through 
the nucleus. The relevant distance for the expansion of the small object to normal 
uudeon size in heavy nuclei is the radius of the nucleus ( a few Fermi). In case of 
tlw deuteron, by employing kinematical constraints, it will be possible to study the 
rescattering at distances from the hard collision which are about one Fermi. Models 
that predict rapid and slow expansion will give very different results which can than 
be contrasted. 

The proposed measurement will also make contact with experimental efforts [36]
[40] at CEBAF and HERMES in the study of CT effects in electron deuteron inter
actions at intermediate to large momentum transfers. As in the past, the combined 
knowledge from the electromagnetic and hadronic probes can yield a better insight 
to the problem. 
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Fig. 4: Cross section of the EVA detector at BN L. The detector has cylindrical sym
mct1·y m·ound the beam axis. The magnetic field lines emerging from the downstream 
t:nd of the solenoid arc collected and returned th1·ough the long steel pole piece. Tht: 
entrance plug at the upstream end of the spectrometer is normally rolled into the 
upstream end wall. 

C. Experimental Details 
• C.l Setup 

The experiment will make use of the Exclu ive Variable Apparatus (EVA) spec
trometer (see Fig.4) which is now operational at the AGS of Brookhaven National 
Laboratory ( BNL) (41 ]. The detector consists f a n~-engineered solenoidal magnet 
with a field of nearly 1 Tesla and 4 cylindrical t racking straw chambers (CI-C4) <'Oll 

::;i::;ting of nearly 6000 straw drift tubes. Each cylinder has four layers of straw tube::;. 
With charge division, each independent chamber provides enough information to de
tennine space points and tangent directions of the tracks. Two fan-shaped arrays 
of scintillator hodoscopes ( HI and H2) are used for fast pre-triggering. The EVA 
spectrometer was constructed in order to expand earlier measurements by Carroll et 
al. [3) which we mentioned in the introduction. 

A dedicated cryogenic deuteron target that can be installed in the center of the 
solenoid (inside the smallest straw tube cylinder Cl) has been designed by Leonid 
Gulovanov from Dubna. The solid target track will be removed and the cryogenic 
target installed. The target cell consists of an inner vessel surrounded by a vacuum 
jacket and a thermal insulation in between. T he vessel has a cylindrical shape of 70 
mm diameter, 500 mm length and 50 mm diameter entrance window. The vessel is 
made of 175 J.Lm thick A-type mylar. The vacu m jacket, also cylindrical, is made of 
R.ohacell-70 plastic foam with specific weight of 0.071 g / cm3 • The outer diameter of 
the vacuum jacket is 1:30 mm and the thickness of the wall is 17.5 imn. The thermal 
insulation of the inner vessel consists of 20 alternation layers of metallized mylar 10 
J.Lm thick and glasswool (15 ·10-4 g/cm 2). 
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Fig. 5: A schematic drawing of the cryogenic target to be built for this measurement. 

Parameters of the target are: 
1. Volume of the liquid H2 in the target - 1.2 litre 
2. Quantity of the IH2 along the beam/inc - 2.25 g/cm2 

3. Quantity of the material jo1· vccoil particles: 
0.495g/sm2 (a= 90°) -;- 1.582 g/cm2 (a = 1fJ>) 

A schematic view of the target is given in Fig 5. 
The target will use an existing helium refrigerator to condense either deuterium 

or hydrogen for calibration purposes. Heavier gases such as neon, nitrogen or argon 
may also be condensed for A dependent studies. 

C.2 Beam time request 

To demonstrate our experimental ability to measure the required effects we will 
calculate the expected rate for a measured cross section of lnbf(GeVfc) 2 • For the 
designed deutron target the number of scatters is 2 x 1024 • With a beam of 2 x 107 

particles/spill and 100 beam hours a week, we expect 1012 protons to hit the target 
per week. Our acceptance at 6 GeV /c is abo t 6-t = I(GeVfc) 2 • The acceptance 
grows with energy s so the value for 6 GeV / c gives a conservative estimate for all 
other energies. For the rate estimate we will also assume an effective solid angle 
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by arrows. 

which is about conservatively estimated at 0.1 of the geometrical one due to straw 
tube inefficiencies, reconstruction inefficiencies etc. Under all tlwse assumption the 
expected rate is: 

'200e:vent.s /week /nb/ Ge V/ c2
. 

To demonstrate the ability to address the physics issue we <I iscussed we show 
in fi gure 6 a simulation of the expected measu red asymmetry (as defined in figure 
caption of fig 2. ). The simulation shows the expected A( c5) meastt rements obtained 
with a device which has a do:/ a: resolution of 1 %. The calculation is done for 100 pair 
measurements at o = 1.2/0.8 and a:= 1.25/0.7.r). The geometry of t he measurements 
iu the a:= l.~/0.~ case is shown in fig. 7. 

The calculations were done for the LC, assuming A=O and for the VN assuming 
the calculated value for 6 GeV /c incident beam [42]. The symmetric geometry of 
the events makes them ideal for study with the EVA detector. Tlw cross section for 
the proposed measurements (a:= 1.2/0.8 and 0.75/1.2.5) are 0.:3 - lOJ-Lb/s1·jGeV 4

• 

We need less than a day to obtain data as shown in Fig. 6 whiclt shows clearly the 
difference between the two models. 

The effects due to CT are predicted to be m re pronounced as t he incident energy 
increases. However, the cross sections drop fast as a function of tit<~ incident energy. 
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Fig. 7: The kinematics for the pair of measurem ents required to measure the fJ = 0.2 
a = 0.8/1.2 point in Figs. 2.,6, 

An incident momentum of 9 GeV /c seems to be an optimized compromise. The 
calculations of the expected cross section as a function of Pt for this energy and a = 1 
are shown in Fig 8. It is clear from the figure that, to gain maximum sensitivity to 
CT, on«-' should look at thP ratio of thP cross sPct ions at_ high and low p1• The ratio 
will also reduce some systematic errors. 

The integrated cross section over 27r for the azimuthal angle and for a = 1 ± 0.1 
can be measured with good statistics and be compared to theoretical predictions (42]. 
The calculated ratios are: 

with no Color transparency: 

R . , _ a(pt =50- 250 MeV/c) 
·uoC? - a(pt = 250-450 MeV/c) 

with CT (QDM 6.M 2 = 0.7 G~V2 ): 

R 
a(pt =50- 250 MeVfc) 

CT = 
a(pt = 250-450 MeV/c) 

0.5J.Lb/.S7' 
. = fll8 

1.08 · I0-·3J.Lbf.o; ·r 

0.64J.Lb/.s7· = 914 
0.68 . I0-3 J.Lb/ 87' 

RnocT = 941 = 1.8 
Rcr 518 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

With the liquid deuteron target and an optimal incident energy we will be able to 
measure this ratio with sufficiently small statist ical and systematic errors to be able 
to distinguish between these two predictions. 
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Fig. 1:(: c:alwlation of thf C1'0S,o; section for pd _.,. ppn at Q = 1 as a function of Pt in 
PWIA, Glauber {no CT), and QDM (with D. M 2 = 0.7 Ge V2 ). 

C.3 Request from BNL 

We trust that the solenoidal magnet of the EVA detector will be running reliably 
later this year following the extensive improvements. smooth operation of the solenoid 
is obviously essential to the success of any experiments with this detector. 

As mentioned above, a conceptual design for the cryogenic target and support 
ha.c; been worked out by L.Golovanov of the .JINR, in cooperation with the AGS 
Cryogenics Group. We assume that a satisfactory arrangement to construct a target 
to BNL safety standards can be worked out to minimize the load and cost to BNL 
since JINR is very experienced in this area. 
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